
SHOW MANAGER SYSTEM CHANGES – FOR GSD OWNERS 

BACKGROUND 

The showmanager.com.au system now has a direct link to the Dogs Australia database which verifies the details of the 
dog.  ShowManager refer to them as “Registry Dogs”.  When you enter a new dog by entering the registration number 
the details from your pedigree will be automatically uploaded.  

To accommodate Breed Survey & Hip/Elbow Status the system has been updated to include some extra fields for 
information not captured in the Dogs Australia database: 

 DNA Number 
 Public Profile 
 Breed Survey Status 
 Hip/Elbow Status 

Each existing dog in the system will need to be converted to a “Registry Dog” to enable these fields. 

WHAT TO ENTER 

For German Shepherds, the Breed Survey Status and Hip/Elbow status are the fields that owners need to include when 
entering shows and trials.   

Both these fields will take multiple characters as they are used by other breeds not just the GSD therefore, they are 
unrestricted in length.  

When entering the Breed Survey Status PLEASE only use an * only.  Do not use CL.I or BSC or BS or Breed Survey 
Classified or BS Pass and do not include any other detail in this field as when printed in a catalogue it will look untidy.   

For Hip/Elbow Status PLEASE only use AZ or A Z or a ED.  Do not include scores or any other data e.g. DM Clear or ZAP 
Pass are not required.  If this information is entered it will not be included in the final catalogue for the National and 
other shows held in SA.  These requirements are as per the National Show Manual. 

For example, when the information flows through it is requested that the information is presented as per COLUMN A 
not B: 

 COLUMN A – CORRECT    COLUMN B – INCORRECT  
User 

added From Dogs Australia Database 
User 

added 
User 

added From Dogs Australia Database 
User  

added 

* CH. HEDGEWOOD UNBELIEVABLE A Z 

BSC Ch. Hedgewood Unbelievable A 4:3 Z 0:0 
Breed 
Survey 

Pass 

Ch. Hedgewood Unbelievable A 4:3 Z 0:0 Zap 
Pass Tooth 
Certificate 1390 

 Ch. Hedgewood Unbelievable AZ DM Clear 
* Ch. Hedgewood Unbelievable AZ BIS BISS Mult 

Exc 
* FREDDO VOM ZEPPOHAUS (IMP 

DEU) 
a ED BSC Freddo vom Zeppohaus (Imp 

Deu) 
A (normal) ED 
(normal Gmy) 

 
WHAT TO DO 

It would be appreciated if your animal could be transferred to a “Registry Dog” prior to entering the 2024 National by 
selecting “CHECK FOR DOG UPDATES” and then use the EDIT feature to include the Survey and Hip/Elbow status.   

For existing animals in the database, you need to update each animal. 

Please refer to ShowManager Help CLICK HERE for further information.  


